Data Pipelines,
Reinvented.

Fivetran customers leverage
the power of centralized data
— with no engineering burden.
F E AT U R E D C U S TO M E R S

Complete replication. Zero coding
or maintenance. Standardized schemas.
Fully automated connectors
Our pre-built, fully automated connectors
deploy in five minutes and replicate all your
applications, databases, events and files into
the cloud warehouse of your choice.

100+ connectors & counting
A P P L I C AT I O N S

Agile analytics
Ready-to-query schemas enable instant analysis
and ensure you get all the data you need, with no
duplicates. And Fivetran owns all maintenance.
Incremental updates
Incremental batch updates and automatic
schema migrations minimize disruptions, and you
can always add new data sources — no coding or
maintenance required.

DATA B A S E S

E V E N TS

“Fivetran has been a massive
accelerant to getting data insights.”
– Ernest Wong, Product Manager, Talkdesk
FILES

Next-Level Enterprise Security
•
•
•
•

HIPAA, SOC 2 and GDPR compliance
End-to-end encryption
Built-in version control, testing and infastructure management
Zero data retention

Built to Scale
• Instantly scalable cloud resources
• Low-impact replication to protect source systems
• Highly optimized loading
• Volume-neutral pricing to facilitate scaling

Support for all major warehouses
Aggregate your data in the warehouse of your choice and
start delivering insights for business users.

Complete list at: fivetran.com/connector-directory

“Tableau is effectively limitless in providing any visualization or view you
want to see of your operation. You can really uncover incredible insights.”
– Dan Eggleton, CIO and CFO, Raider Express

fivetran.com

tableau.com

Fivetran replicates all your data into your warehouse and continuously updates it, while the
Tableau analytics platform enables you to configure it within the visualization layer. Tableau
dashboards empower everyone in your organization to see and understand data, so every
business decision-maker can leverage business intelligence insights.

Four Steps to Superior BI
1. Set up your data warehouse. Fivetran supports all major cloud
warehouses, including BigQuery, Snowflake, Redshift and Azure.
If you don’t have one, we can set up and manage BigQuery for you.

2. Use Fivetran to connect data sources to your warehouse. With
just a few clicks, you can aggregate all your application, database,
file and event data.

3. Connect Tableau to your warehouse.

4. Build visualizations and generate insights. With all your
data at your fingertips, leverage Tableau to build any visualization
dashboard you need.

Learn how fivetran can simplify your datastack at fivetran.com

